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ABSTRACT
Perspective Switching in Virtual Environments
Michael McGahan

When exploring new environments, people regularly alternate among many
sources of spatial information including direct visual input, navigation aids such as maps
and mobile devices, and verbal route descriptions. These spatial representations typically
depict the environment from one of two perspectives: first-person, embedded route
perspective or top-down, bird’s eye survey perspective. Visual spatial cognition research
has explored the nature of learning within each of these perspectives independently, but
little work has been done to explore how on-line visual processing of combined
perspectives affects cognition, meaning there is little understanding of the cognitive
costs of using different navigation tools to learn large-scale environments.
This dissertation addresses such questions through two experiments that guide
participants through simple paths in large-scale environments, each consisting of a
simple path through a small virtual town presented on a desktop computer display. By
timing participants’ movement through each environment and how they respond to
either externally-controlled or participant-controlled perspective switches, the
experiments measure the cognitive load of visually processing dynamic perspectives
during navigation. These on-line processing measures are complemented by tests of

visual recognition and recall memory, which reveal how switching perspectives affects
the accuracy of the resulting spatial mental model.
The results indicate that the cognitive load associated with changing perspectives
is primarily dependent on the quantity of visual information the change introduces —
the transformation itself is not particularly disorienting after the first exposure to the
environment. Furthermore, although forced perspective switches do not appear to
significantly affect spatial memory accuracy relative to viewing the environment from a
consistent perspective, navigator-controlled switching results in significantly more
accurate spatial memory, indicating that navigation aids which allow for perspective
control might better support spatial learning than fixed-perspective interfaces. The
findings also support previous research showing that route perspective navigation
generally yields more accurate spatial memory than survey perspective learning,
particularly after extensive experience in the environment. Overall, the findings
demonstrate many new aspects of how perspective affects spatial cognition, with
implications for spatial learning and the design of navigation aids.
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INTRODUCTION

Large-scale spatial environments can be encountered in multiple ways: from
direct, in-person experience that provides a visual route perspective of the environment,
from maps or other navigation aids that provide a bird’s-eye survey perspective, and
from language. Navigators can combine these sources of spatial information, shuttling
among visual and verbal perspectives and cognitively mapping them to an internal
representation of space. For verbal route descriptions, previous research has
demonstrated the cognitive costs of switching perspectives (Lee & Tversky, 2001; 2005),
but no parallel research has been conducted using real-time perspective switching in
purely visual environments, despite the growing number of mobile mapping applications
and devices that support such behaviors. In order to better understand the impact of
dynamic visual perspective on spatial cognition, this dissertation examines the learning
time and visuo-spatial memory effects of manipulating perspective when exploring largescale virtual environments.
When examining spatial learning from different perspectives, there are two key
behaviors to examine. Foremost is how individuals cognitively process real-time spatial
information. Visuo-spatial experience starts with perspective, which can change over
time, and the speed of encoding dynamic perspective helps characterize the construction
of spatial mental models. The second behavior of interest is spatial memory: how closely
the internal representation of a space matches external reality. This accuracy can be
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evaluated by scene recognition, distance and direction estimation, and map drawing.
Each measure requires spatial information to be cognitively represented in a different
way, and the learned perspective affects how easily the mental model can be adapted to
each representation. This dissertation seeks to better define large-scale environmental
spatial learning by examining the challenges of both encoding and recall, identifying the
strengths and weaknesses of particular interactions with visual perspective.
Despite the lack of research into visual perspective switching, spatial learning in
large-scale environments (in which the majority of the environment cannot be directly
seen from a single location) has been studied extensively over the past few decades, with
increasing sophistication of both the stimuli and measures used to tease out cognitive
effects of individual perspectives. An early study by Evans and Pezdek tested landmark
configuration knowledge learned from in-person experience versus schematic maps
(1980). Participants who learned the environment from a map showed a strong
orientation dependence in recognizing landmark configuration, meaning that target
maps were more difficult to identify if they were rotated relative to the learned map
orientation. However, learning landmark configuration from direct navigation of the
tested environment showed little or no orientation dependence, with landmark
configurations being identified with similar performance regardless of tested map
rotation. These results indicate that the mental representation of an environment is
influenced by the perspective used to construct it, with static map-like survey diagrams
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supporting a more orientation-dependent mental model than dynamic in-person route
experience, at least for map recognition memory.
Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth conducted a more detailed examination of what
people learn from maps versus in-person navigation by analyzing participants’ estimates
of the direction and distance between locations within a building complex (1982).
Initially, participants who learned from a survey-perspective map produced superior
straight-line distance and pointing estimates, while those who had navigated the
building in person produced better route-distance estimates. However, as in-person
navigators gained more experience, they approached the straight-line distance and
pointing estimate performance of the map-learning group. Map-learners did not
experience a parallel improvement in route-distance estimation through greater
experience. Along with Evans and Pezdek’s findings, this study indicates that learning
an environment from a map — survey perspective learning — produces a perspectivedependent spatial mental model that is well-suited to global spatial tasks such as
estimating absolute distance among landmarks and recognizing overall spatial layout.
The data also indicate that in-person navigation — route perspective learning — might
initially create a mental representation that only weakly supports survey-related
memory, but that this weakness can be overcome through experience.
Because these studies used schematic maps for the survey perspective condition,
it is possible that their results can be attributed to the difference in visual detail
between the two learning conditions as much as to the visual perspective itself. Evans
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and Pezdek’s maps were particularly sparse, consisting of three labeled dots representing
a configuration of buildings or geographic states (1980). This confound was addressed by
Shelton and her colleagues in a series of studies in which participants watched video
walkthroughs of a small computer-generated virtual environment in either route or
survey perspective and were then tested for visual recognition of particular scenes (an
aerial view of one virtual environment is shown in Figure 1-1, Shelton & Gabrieli, 2002;
Shelton & McNamara, 2004; Shelton & Pippitt, 2007). Shelton’s results indicate that
both visual perspectives produce perspective-dependent scene recognition latency, but no
difference was observed for judgements of relative direction (pointing) among landmarks
(Shelton & McNamara, 2004; Shelton & Pippitt, 2007). This result is compatible with
earlier findings, indicating that broad spatial layout knowledge is comparable between
perspective encodings after repeated exposure. However, the study also identifies the
perspective-dependence of scene recognition memory.
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Figure 1-1. Survey perspective overview of Shelton and Pippitt’s virtual environment. Labeled arrows indicate
walkthrough path segments (2007).

Pazzaglia and Taylor conducted a similar experiment using a survey view
resembling an aerial photo of the virtual environment, a visually rich depiction with a
similar spatial coverage to the maps used in earlier studies (example route and
perspective views are shown in Figure 1-2, 2007). Their results show that the routeperspective navigation condition produced fewer testing errors in all map-drawing
measures than the survey (map-like) navigation condition, a result in-line with
Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth’s claim that route perspective learning can equal, or in this
case surpass, the performance of survey perspective learning on survey-related memory
tasks.
5

Figure 1-2. Route and survey perspective views from Pazzaglia and Taylor’s virtual environment (2007).

In sum, the evidence for the effect of individual visual perspectives indicates that
when first learning an environment, a person’s spatial mental model is strongly
influenced by the learned perspective. Through repeated exposure, the mental model
becomes perspective-independent for global spatial recall memory such as judgments of
relative direction and straight-line distance. However, route-perspective learning appears
to maintain an advantage for two tasks: path distance estimation and, surprisingly, map
drawing.

Combined visual perspective learning
These studies provide a basic characterization of visual spatial learning in each
perspective independently, but inferring implications for learning from combined or
switching perspectives remains challenging. Locating oneself within an environment
presented from both route and survey perspectives requires cognitively integrating both
spatial representations, matching the visual structure of the perspectives and orienting
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oneself within them (Levine, 1982). This process is bi-directional, with either perspective
acting as a reference for the other. For example, one might notice a nearby building (in
route perspective) and then search for it on a map (in survey perspective), or notice a
labeled landmark on a map and then visually search for it in the local environment. The
navigator can support these tasks by orienting the views in the same “track-up/forwardup” reference direction (Aretz, 1991; Levine, Marchon, & Hanley, 1984; Ware &
Arsenault, 2012). When reading a physical map, the navigator can turn to face north to
align with the map, or rotate the map so that landmarks in front of the navigator are
toward the top of the paper. Handheld computer-based navigation displays can
dynamically rotate their perspective displays to align with the navigator’s line of sight.
Levine and his colleagues initially demonstrated the effect of aligned “You Are Here”
maps fixed to a wall in a library (1984). Participants used the map to determine the
route to a target location, and navigated to the target more quickly when the map was
aligned (“forward-up”) than when it was contra-aligned (“forward-down”). Ware and
Arsenault tested a handheld electronic map, which showed the environment in either a
fixed north-up orientation or a dynamic forward-up orientation that responded to
navigator movement (2012). Participants found target landmarks more quickly and
accurately both on the display (“find-on-chart”) and in the projected route-perspective
environment (“find-in-scene”) when the dynamic forward-up orientation was presented on
the handheld device. These studies show that visually aligning the different perspective
interfaces eases cognitive alignment, leading to faster, more accurate self-localization.
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Although these studies demonstrate the challenges of localization using route and
survey perspectives, navigation additionally involves constructing a mental model of a
path through the environment in real time. Although mobile navigation aids have made
such behavior commonplace, most research has not specifically addressed the cognitive
challenges of switching between perspectives while processing large-scale environments.
Instead, certain studies have introduced a simultaneous dual-perspective navigation
interface in addition to presenting the individual perspectives in isolation. One such
study used a split-screen display of a large-scale virtual environment during navigation
in which one half of the screen showed a virtual town in route perspective while the
other half showed it in survey perspective, as depicted in Figure 1-3 (Brunyé, Gardony,
Mahoney, & Taylor, 2012). Spatial memory was tested by allowing participants to
navigate to target locations in route perspective following the video presentation.
Navigation efficiency was measured in terms of path length, travel time, and heading
error along the path. The results for the three perspective conditions (route, survey,
combined-perspective) vary, but identify no clear performance difference for the
combined-perspective condition — its results generally fall between the pure-route and
pure-survey condition results. With regard to the effect of each perspective individually,
the results indicate that pure route-perspective learning leads to significantly improved
short-distance navigation among known landmarks, but less effective long-distance
navigation compared to pure survey-perspective learning. This distinction echoes
Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth’s findings for the early stage of learning from in-person
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navigation (1982), where participants exhibited perspective-dependent performance if
they had little prior experience in the environment.

Figure 1-3. Combined survey (left) and route (right) perspective view from Brunyé and Taylor’s virtual
environment (2012).

Another combined-perspective interface is the World-In-Miniature (WIM) — a
survey-perspective display partially overlaid on route-perspective visual interfaces. These
visualizations take a number of forms, but are typically schematized, radar-like
depictions of the environment surrounding the viewer that update in real time as the
viewer changes position. In contrast to Brunyé and Taylor’s null results for combined
perspective displays (2012), WIM research shows that people are generally better at
navigating an environment augmented by a WIM than one without the supplemental
display, particularly when participants directly control exploratory movement (Darken &
Cevik, 1999; Ruddle, Payne, & Jones, 1999; Stoakley, Conway, & Pausch, 1995).
Without measuring when and to what extent attention shifts between the primary
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display and the WIM, however, the results do not accurately characterize how the visual
perspective switch affects spatial memory. Furthermore, these studies tend to focus more
on navigation performance than spatial memory itself, which includes scene recognition
and recall of the environment layout in addition to navigation efficiency. Overall, studies
that combine visual perspectives for learning large-scale spatial environments have
confirmed the viability of such interfaces, with mixed results that recommend more
focused investigation.

Verbal perspective switching
As mentioned earlier, the best reference for the cognitive effects of perspective
switching comes from a modality other than vision: verbal route descriptions. Spatial
cognition studies using verbal descriptions provide a useful reference for both the
methodology and performance measures for evaluating the cognitive costs of switching
perspectives.
Verbal spatial information consists of particular terms of reference (e.g., “to the
left”, “west of”, or “across from”) and their referent objects. In verbal survey perspective,
the referent objects are typically landmarks and path configurations such as turns and
intersections. In route perspective, the navigator is also used as a spatial reference.
Verbal perspective changes primarily involve changes in the terms of reference (e.g.,
“left/right” switch to “east/west”). In a set of studies by Lee and Tversky, participants
read a series of sentences describing a path through a small town, the last of which was
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from the same or opposite perspective; the verbal perspective either switched or did not
switch for the final sentence (2001; 2005). They found that switching increased both
reading times and testing response times, with route-to-survey switches showing greater
reading time slowdowns than survey-to-route switches. This asymmetry in the effect of
switching in each direction indicates that although switching verbal perspective presents
a cognitive load, switching into survey perspective from route perspective is more
difficult than the reverse. Furthermore, although test statements that did not match the
learned perspective fared worse overall, the size of the disadvantage was greater for
survey test statements of landmarks learned in route perspective than vice versa. Like
Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth’s visual findings (1982), it appears that verbal route
perspective encoding might be more robust to perspective changes in testing. Verbal
spatial comprehension is aided by experiencing a consistent, non-switching perspective of
an environment.
It is possible that verbal perspective switching is difficult because of the change
in terminology between the two perspectives rather than an underlying inflexibility in
the spatial mental model. If so, emphasizing aspects of the environment that are verbalperspective-invariant might mitigate perspective-dependent performance. Evidence for
this hypothesis comes from another Lee and Tversky study, which tested whether adding
verbal details of visual landmark information to a route description reduces the
slowdowns associated with verbal perspective switching and improves perspectiveindependent spatial memory (2005). Using similar response latency measures, the results
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demonstrate exactly this effect, showing that visual detail helps build a more accurate,
accessible spatial mental model regardless of encoded perspective.
Overall, these verbal studies indicate that switching perspective can have negative
effects on spatial learning, with route-survey switches having a greater impact than
survey-route switches. They also indicate that the costs of perspective switching can be
tempered by vision-related factors such as descriptions of visual detail. In order to
determine whether the verbal perspective switching effects seen by Lee and Tversky
exhibit analogous behavior in purely visual environments, the studies conducted for this
dissertation adapt their methodology to exploit the unique features of visual interfaces.
One difference between verbal and visual spatial representations is that, while route
descriptions are typically fixed once generated, visual interfaces can be easily updated in
real-time. This feature enables evaluation of participant-controlled perspective switching.
Another difference is that in verbal route descriptions, referent objects maintain their
verbal labels regardless of perspective (a bank remains a bank, a lamppost remains a
lamppost). Visually, however, landmarks appear different from ground level than from
above. Buildings might be difficult to identify from a top-down view (rooftops are
typically not as visually rich as buildings façades), and the apparent geometry of the
path differs based on whether the viewpoint is embedded or aerial. Furthermore, while
landmarks can be introduced serially in language, visual scenes generally display a
number of landmarks in parallel, depicting their relative positions simultaneously. Each
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of these distinctions between verbal and visual spatial representations presents
opportunities and challenges for research.

Visual change
The serial introduction of information in verbal route descriptions enables direct
control of the rate of spatial information being introduced, easing evaluation of how it
affects processing time. Landmarks can be introduced at rates varying from multiple
landmarks per sentence to multiple sentences per landmark regardless of the structure of
the environment, and this rate can be altered independently of verbal perspective. In
visual environments, however, the introduction of new landmarks and the amount of
visual change experienced while navigating is closely tied to visual perspective and
environment structure — a broad survey perspective view of a dense neighborhood will
introduce many landmarks, while a route perspective facing a dead end in an alley will
show very few. In order to determine the effect of this visual information load on
processing time, visual change must be quantified.
Although there is no single method of measuring the change in visual information
during navigation, some possibilities come from research related to processing events and
activities, where the viewpoint is typically fixed but visual action occurs in the field of
view. For computer displays, visual change can be measured at the pixel level — an
approach used by one slideshow-based study showing a person completing one of a
number of familiar activities such as cleaning a room or eating breakfast (Hard, Recchia,
13

& Tversky, 2011). Participants advanced the slideshow at their own pace, and the
researchers found a significant correspondence between looking time for a slide and the
amount of pixel-to-pixel change from the previous slide; the more the slide differed
visually from the previous slide, the longer participants looked at it. For this study,
physical motion was fundamental to the activities under investigation, but for spatial
cognition, relevant visual information is primarily packaged into landmarks, suggesting a
slide-to-slide measure of the introduction of landmarks might correspond to similar
looking time effects for a navigation task. As new landmarks are introduced, the spatial
cognitive load should increase.

Path structure
One final aspect of navigation in large-scale environments that affects spatial
cognition is the structure of the path itself, which in its simplest form comprises a
sequence of turns and straight segments. In language, turns tend to happen abruptly
(e.g., “turn left at the light”), whereas they present continuous, sweeping visual changes
in real world movement. In route perspective turns, new landmarks come into view along
the subsequent straight segment, while survey perspective turns reorient the visible
path. The visual experience of a turn is qualitatively different from travel along a
straight segment, and it follows that turns are encoded differently than straights in
spatial mental models.
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Janzen and her colleagues have conducted a number of virtual environment
studies demonstrating stronger spatial memory encoding of landmarks at turns or
intersections where multiple navigation paths are available relative to memory for
landmarks along straight path segments (Janzen, 2006; Janzen, Herrmann, Katz, &
Schweizer, 2000; Janzen, Schade, Katz, & Herrmann, 2001). In one study, participants
watched a route-perspective video walkthrough of a virtual environment consisting of
simple hallways with everyday objects placed at various locations (example landmark
views are shown in Figure 1-4, Janzen, 2006). They were then shown images of sample
objects and asked to indicate whether each one had appeared in the virtual
environment. Participants were significantly faster recognizing objects located at turns
and intersections in the learned environment than those placed along straight hallways,
indicating that the location of the objects made them more accessible in memory.

Figure 1-4. Example “landmarks” at a turn (left) and hallway without a turn (right) from Janzen’s virtual
environment (2006).
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The importance of landmark location has also been demonstrated in studies of
route descriptions, in which verbal directions that refer to landmarks at decision points
are rated as more useful, and are demonstrably more effective at guiding navigation,
than directions referring to landmarks in locations where no navigation decision must be
made, such as straight path segments (Daniel & Denis, 1998; Denis, Pazzaglia, Cornoldi,
& Bertolo, 1999). These studies demonstrate that environment structure plays a key role
in spatial memory but neglect the factor of environmental perspective. Because route
and survey perspectives depict path geometry in distinct ways, it is likely that
environment structure affects cognitive structure, and the studies conducted for this
dissertation specifically evaluate this interaction.
Another component of path structure is its alignment to a global, orthogonal
reference frame. For example, the orthogonal street/avenue grid of Manhattan is easier
to memorize than the paved cowpaths of central Boston, and research confirms that
grid-aligned paths better support navigation performance in general (Janzen, Herrmann,
Katz, & Schweizer, 2000; McNamara, Rump, & Werner, 2003; Werner & Schindler,
2004). In Janzen’s study, participants navigated a network of paths in a computergenerated virtual environment that intersected at right or oblique angles, and she found
that participants paused longer at oblique intersections (2000). In Werner and
Schindler’s related study, participants used a joystick to explore a virtual environment
starting from an elevator that was oriented either at 90° (aligned) or 45° (misaligned)
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relative to the hallways in a virtual office building (shown in Figure 1-5; 2004). When
they were subsequently asked to navigate directly to a number of target locations, the
misaligned environment produced longer navigation times than the aligned environment.
In addition, when asked to point toward various locations from the starting point at the
elevator, the directional errors were much greater in the misaligned condition.
McNamara and his colleagues found parallel results for an outdoor navigation task in
which paths among target objects in a city park were oriented either in-line with the
walls of a large nearby building or at 45° to it, observing greater pointing accuracy
toward objects presented along the in-line path (2003). These performance differences
clearly indicate that the global alignment of the environment influences the quality of
spatial memory, with orthogonality directly supporting more accurate mental
representations.

×

×

Figure 1-5. Floor plans for Werner and Schindler’s “misaligned” (left) and “aligned” (right) virtual environments
(2004). The starting point was the elevator (marked by an ‘×’), which was aligned at either 45° or 90° to the
hallways of the building (depicted in white).
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Individual differences
Although the studies reviewed here demonstrate broad trends in spatial cognition
regardless of individual differences, it is well understood that people vary in their spatial
abilities and use different strategies for navigation tasks. A number of tests have been
developed to measure such differences, including Vandenberg and Kuse’s Mental
Rotation Test (MRT) based on Shepard’s seminal work examining mental rotation of
three dimensional objects (Shepard, 1971; Vandenberg & Kuse, 1978). This test
evaluates an individual’s ability to cognitively represent and manipulate geometric
objects in space, and is complemented by tests of large-scale environmental spatial
cognition including the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction scale (SBSOD; Hegarty,
Richardson, Montello, Lovelace, & Subbiah, 2002). The SBSOD relies on self-report
assessments of large-scale spatial ability and enjoyment of navigation tasks and
behaviors, with high scores indicating greater ability to cognitively represent large-scale
environments accurately.
While the SBSOD provides a qualitative assessment of environmental spatial
ability, few objective measures have been developed, in part due to the difficulty of
rigorously assessing cognition that relies on being embedded in a particular environment.
One challenge is standardizing the environment to be tested. Another is establishing a
comprehensive set of measurable variables. Given such obstacles, subjective self-reports
remain the most common measure of environmental spatial cognitive ability.
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Gender also appears to be correlated with spatial ability. Although a full
discussion of the relationship between gender and spatial cognition is beyond the scope
of this dissertation, males tend to perform better with object-based spatial cognition in
particular (for an extensive review, see Lawton, 2010). However, spatial ability responds
to training, and many gender differences disappear through experience in spatial
activities such as playing sports and video games, and building with blocks (Baenninger
& Newcombe, 1989; Feng, Spence, & Pratt, 2007; Moreau, Clerc, Mansy-Dannay, &
Guerrien, 2012). Furthermore, gender norms in many cultures preferentially promote
these spatial activities to boys. Gender should therefore be viewed as a proxy variable
for a variety of related spatial experiences that are not evenly distributed between males
and females in the population. Other individual differences such as age, culture, and
language also influence spatial cognition, although the studies conducted for this
dissertation do not evaluate such factors in depth.

Research overview
There remain a number of unanswered empirical questions regarding the role of
dynamic perspective switching during large-scale environment learning. While visual
cognition research has explored the effects of each perspective in isolation, and
conducted preliminary investigations of dual-perspective visual interfaces, it has yet to
characterize the cognitive costs and benefits of switching between different perspectives
while exploring an environment. Research into verbal route descriptions provides a clear
19

template for such research, but the verbal findings cannot be easily generalized to visual
experience because of the unique features of visual representations of large-scale space.
Through a pair of experiments that manipulate real-time visual perspective while
moving through a virtual environment, this dissertation addresses the question of how
switching perspective affects spatial cognition. The first study measures the effects of a
forced perspective switch while learning simple paths through a desktop virtual
environment that simulates walking in a small town, a procedure analogous to Lee and
Tversky’s verbal perspective-switching task (2001). The second study introduces
participant control of perspective to more closely simulate the use of navigation aids in
the real world, further engaging participants in the spatial learning task.
These studies lay the foundation for future research into more immersive, realistic
navigation and spatial cognition. Understanding how people process spatial visual
information provides insight into not only how we interact with the physical world, but
how mobile navigation interfaces can mediate and enhance spatial cognition.
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STUDY 1: GUIDED PERSPECTIVE SWITCHING

The first step in experimentally determining the effect of switching visual
perspectives is to guide participants along a fixed path and introduce the perspective
switch at a pre-determined location. By manipulating the initial (base) perspective and
the presence or absence of the switch, the first study examines the role of switching in
both visual processing and the resulting spatial memory. The experiment has three aims:
first, describe the cognitive load of movement through realistic large-scale virtual
environments in which visual perspective is manipulated. Second, determine how visual
perspective switching affects both visual recognition and global map recall. Third,
examine the interaction between path structure and perspective in real-time visual
processing and memory accuracy.
The participant-controlled pace through each virtual environment should respond
to visual changes from one step to the next, notably but not exclusively change in the
number of visible buildings and other landmarks. The more new information presented,
the more time will be needed to process it, and since new information is typically
packaged into landmarks, new landmarks coming into view will increase step time.
Entering an environment is a blast of new information, like emerging from a subway
stop or walking through the doors of a building complex, so the initial step should be
slower than all other steps. Steps should also take longer when making a turn in route
perspective and when making a switch from survey perspective into route perspective,
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revealing new landmarks in the distance. In contrast, a consistent survey perspective
introduces new landmarks relatively slowly, so step times should remain steady, speeding
up at turns when the view rotates without introducing new landmarks. Similarly, route
perspective step times along straight segments should be relatively short, as no new
landmarks are introduced until a turn is made.
Beyond the amount of new visual information at each step, there are also
differences in the inherent amount of information in the survey and route views of the
environments. Roofs of buildings are not highly differentiated, while façades of buildings
contain rich and distinct architectural style, windows, doors, signs, and more. Step time,
then, should be faster for survey navigation than for route navigation. Similarly, shifting
from survey to route perspective introduces more new information for landmarks already
in view than does shifting from route to survey perspective, further supporting the
hypothesis that the former should take longer. Note that the predicted asymmetrical
timing of the two types of perspective switch is opposite the effect observed by Lee and
Tversky in their verbal studies, which could equate the rate of new landmark references
throughout each perspective condition (2001). Furthermore, switching perspectives
should be cognitively taxing, resulting in an overall slowdown during the switch in a
similar way that verbal switches slowed reading in Lee and Tversky’s experiments (2001;
2005).
For spatial memory, visual perspective switching should improve overall scene
recognition memory and spatial recall by supporting parallel, complementary spatial
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cognitive representations of the path. Path structure should also affect spatial memory,
with landmarks at turns remembered more accurately than those along straight
segments regardless of encoding condition based on the work of Daniel and Janzen
findings about the strength of spatial memory at decision points (Daniel & Denis, 1998;
Janzen, 2006). Finally, although one might intuitively predict that survey-based
walkthroughs should produce more accurate map sketches due to the close alignment
between the two visual representations, repeated exposure to the environment in route
perspective can enable perspective-independent memory on par with survey-based
learning (Lee & Tversky, 2005; Brunyé & Taylor, 2008), and similar performance is
expected here.

Method

Participants
24 individuals participated in the study as paid volunteers (8 males, Mage = 29
years, range: 20-60 years). All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. 13 participants
were undergraduate or graduate students in a variety of fields including computer
science, education, and languages. The remaining participants were professionals in a
number of sectors including government, engineering, and education. Participants were
paid US$15 upon completion of the experiment and were naïve to the purpose of the
study.
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Materials
The experiment was conducted at a computer workstation. Visual stimuli were
presented full-screen on a 24” computer monitor situated on a desk about 0.5 meters in
front of the seated participants, subtending a visual angle of approximately 70°, as
shown in Figure 2-1. The display was chosen based on research demonstrating that
large, high resolution displays better support spatial learning (Ni, Bowman, & Chen,
2006; Tan, Gergle, Scupelli, & Pausch, 2006), although it is possible that spatial
performance could have improved across all conditions with a larger display.

90°
virtual FOV

70°
display FOV

computer
monitor

participant

Figure 2-1. Diagram of virtual field of view (FOV) relative to visual angle provided by computer display.

A desktop display was chosen because although head-mounted displays (HMDs)
might theoretically create a more immersive visual experience, technologies available at
the time of the studies tended to have a much smaller effective field of view, lower
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resolution, and generally imprecise, slow tracking, which can break the sense of
immersion and induce nausea in some users (Ruddle & Péruch, 2004; Sharples, Cobb,
Moody, & Wilson, 2008). These limitations have made it difficult to identify a learning
advantage for HMD technology in practice, with at least one comparison showing an
advantage for desktop virtual environments in navigation performance and spatial
learning (Sousa Santos et al., 2008). One exception was demonstrated using a virtual
environment consisting of a single virtual room, in which users wearing a tracked HMD
performed significantly better on a search task than those using a desktop display
(Ruddle & Lessels, 2009), reaching target locations more quickly and with shorter search
paths. For the more complex virtual environments used in the present studies, pilot work
indicated the desktop display provided an appropriate interface.
The experiment materials were presented and data collected by a web-based
application developed by the author for this study, which recorded timing information
for every step in addition to button presses and keyboard input where appropriate.
Times were measured using a JavaScript timer accurate to 6 milliseconds on a 2 GHz
Intel Core i7 computer running the Google Chrome (version 15) web browser.
Virtual environments
The learning stimuli consisted of four computer-based 3D virtual environments
modeled in Google Sketchup (version 8), each with four presentation variants: pure
survey perspective, pure route perspective, survey-to-route perspective switch, and
route-to-survey perspective switch. Example route and perspective views from each
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environment are shown in Figure 2-2. The virtual environments are analogous to the
verbal descriptions used by Lee and Tversky, with three path segments separated by two
90° turns (Lee & Tversky, 2001). All sequences of left and right turns were represented
in the set of environments (left-then-right, right-then-left, right-right, left-left). In the
Switch condition, the perspective changed after the second turn. Each environment
contained 16 landmarks, consisting of large man-made structures and natural landmarks
such as hills and trees. The walkthroughs were presented as a series of still images with
a 90° field of view, advanced by key presses on a computer keyboard. Because the
desktop display subtended a visual angle of 70°, there was minor perspective distortion
that was accepted because the wider virtual field of view provided better visual context
information. The sequence of views shown during the perspective switch was a
simultaneous linear interpolation of a 90° rotation about the horizontal axis and a
vertical translation between eye level and the aerial view height described below.
Visual perspectives introduce landmarks as a function of field of view and view
distance, making it impossible to fully equate content in route and survey perspectives
at a particular path location. However, by constraining the survey view to a height that
showed approximately 4 landmarks per frame, the average number of visible landmarks
per frame is similar, with the route perspective varying between 6 and 2 visible
landmarks from the beginning to the end of a path segment.
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Route

Survey

Environment 1

Environment 2

Environment 3

Environment 4
Figure 2-2. Example views from each virtual environment.
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Step size
Each walkthrough comprises three different visual experiences: forward
movement, turning, and perspective switching. In order to make step times comparable
across these types, the amount of visual change was balanced for successive steps based
on pilot work. Preserving visual continuity or overlap is important for maintaining
coherence and orientation. Too large steps would disrupt continuity and confuse
observers but too small steps could be distractingly slow. Route perspective turns
present the most visual change from beginning to end, with a 90° shift in view direction.
Pilot testing revealed that an 8-frame transition in route perspective turns provided
sufficient visual overlap to maintain a sense of movement continuity. A comparable 8frame transition was therefore used for perspective switches, which also rotate the view
through 90°. This step size yielded an overlap of 7/8th for successive frames in the turn,
a metric then applied to frames for survey-perspective forward movement, yielding 16
steps per straight segment. These same step sizes were used for all transitions in all
environments. An example sequence showing a route-to-survey perspective transition is
shown in Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-3: Example walkthrough sequence – route-to-survey perspective switch

Route perspective - straight segment

Route perspective - turn

Route–Survey perspective switch

Survey perspective - straight segment
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Visual recognition questions
For each environment, participants were presented with 33 visual recognition
questions consisting of image pairs. Within each pair, one image depicted the
environment accurately and the other inaccurately. The distractor image showed either a
scrambled arrangement of the environment’s landmarks, a mirror view, or a novel
landmark inserted into the environment. The scrambled and mirror images were
positioned in one of 7 ways: at the center of each turn facing forward or backward along
the path, or at the midpoint of each straight segment facing forward along the path. At
each position, a survey-perspective and a route perspective question pair was created,
resulting in 14 scrambled landmark questions and 14 mirror image questions. Because
novel buildings must be identified by visual rather than the spatial properties of interest
to the study, fewer such questions were presented, one for each straight segment
midpoint (3 questions) and turn (2 questions). To balance perspectives, the ratio of
survey to route perspectives in these 5 questions were counterbalanced across the four
environments. Example visual questions are shown in Figure 2-4.
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Mirror image

Scrambled buildings

Novel building
Figure 2-4. Example visual test questions of each type.

Visual sequencing
The broad spatial layout of each environment was tested with two sets of three
images that the participant placed in the order each was encountered along the path.
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The images were taken from the midpoint of each straight segment, with one set of
images from route perspective and the other from survey perspective. An example
survey perspective sequencing question is shown in Figure 2-5.

Figure 2-5. Example survey perspective sequencing question.

Map drawing
To further measure participants’ understanding of landmark layout along the
path, they sketched each environment on a blank sheet of paper.

Procedure
Each participant began the experiment by answering a few demographic
questions including age, sex, and occupation before completing an electronic version of
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the Vandenburg and Kruse Mental Rotation Task (1978), followed by the Santa Barbara
Sense of Direction (SBSOD; Hegarty et al., 2002) self-report scale.
After completing the SBSOD, the participants were guided through a practice
virtual environment in order to familiarize themselves with the keyboard controls and
example visual questions. Following the practice environment, each participant
experienced all four perspective conditions, one in each test environment. Both the order
of environments and the condition-environment pairing were counterbalanced across
participants.
Each environment was presented in four identical walkthrough trials. Immediately
after completing all four trials, the visual recognition questions were presented in
random order for each participant. The participant was then instructed to sketch a map
of the environment, showing all landmarks that could be remembered and labeling them
if desired. After drawing the map, the participants then completed the sequencing task,
first in route perspective and then in survey perspective.

Results

Walk time
Participants initiated each step of the walkthrough, so step times reflect
information processing times. Where there was more new visual information to absorb,
participants were expected to take more time before advancing. Summaries of the step-
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wise timing data is provided in the following figures. Figure 2-6 shows the mean
observed time per step in the two different No-Switch perspective conditions (pure route
and pure survey), averaged across all four walkthrough trials for each environment, and
Figure 2-7 shows the mean time per step in the Switch conditions (route-to-survey and
survey-to-route) across trials.
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In order to directly evaluate the relationship between the introduction of new
landmarks and step time, the introduction of new landmarks at each step was quantified
by counting the appearance of previously-unseen landmarks for each step within each
walkthrough condition in each environment. When one new landmark entered the frame,
that step was scored ‘1’. If two buildings entered the frame, that step score a ‘2’, and so
on. In order to account for the gradual appearance of each landmark, the step scores
were then converted to a four-step moving average, which better describes the amount of
new visual information being introduced at each section of the path. The average scoring
for each perspective condition across environments is shown in Figure 2-8. In the
analyses, subsets of this dataset are compared with the corresponding segments in the
step time data.

R
RS
S
SR

number of new landmarks in view

8.0

6.0

4.0

2.0

0

Turn 1

Steps

Turn 2

Switch

Figure 2-8. 4-step moving average of new landmarks entering each view.
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The overall relationship between step time and the introduction of new
landmarks was evaluated using a simple correlation between mean step times at each
step and the corresponding mean number of new landmarks across environments,
separated by perspective condition. The results strongly confirm the hypothesis that the
introduction of new landmarks predicts step time, with all correlations greater than 0.83
(p < 0.001), as summarized in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1.
Correlations between mean step time and rate of landmark introduction (four frame moving average) for each
walkthrough perspective condition. All correlations highly significant, p < 0.001.
Correlation
Walkthough condition

r

n

Pure route

0.878

64

Route-survey switch

0.855

72

Pure survey

0.863

64

Survey-route switch

0.832

72

The primary analysis of step time considers three subsets of the walkthrough
data: the steps in the first segment, the switch, and turns, where timing effects should
appear in response to the landmarks introduced by each distinct visual presentation.
Each data subset was subjected to a mixed between- and within- subjects ANOVA with
terms for perspective, and step index, controlling for trial and sex, with covariate terms
for MRT, SBSOD, and age. There were no significant effects of spatial ability or age on
walk times.
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Step time in the first segment varied widely, with the introductory step taking
significantly longer than any other (mean difference > 2829ms, p < 0.001, d > 5.91 for
all pairwise comparisons), as shown in Figure 2-8. Participants also took longer in route
perspective compared with survey perspective throughout the first segment, averaging
155ms slower per step (F(1, 446.10) = 12.687, p < 0.001, d = 0.32). These step times
can be visually compared with the corresponding rate of landmark introduction shown
in Figure 2-9. The correlations between step time and new visible landmarks for each
perspective in this segment are highly significant (r(15) > 0.86, p < 0.001 for both route
and survey perspective).
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Figure 2-9. Mean step time for the first straight segment in each perspective.
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Survey

new landmarks in view
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2

0
Step in path segment
Figure 2-10. Mean new visible landmarks in the first straight segment in each perspective.
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In the perspective switch, shown in detail in Figure 2-11, the step-time profiles
for perspective switches differed for route-to-survey and survey-to-route switches (F(7,
140.02) = 5.055, p < 0.001), and can be compared directly to the new visible landmark
count shown in Figure 2-12. Route-to-survey switches exhibited a significant decrease in
step time between the beginning and middle of the switch (mean difference = -176ms, p
< 0.001, d = 0.27), meaning the switch became easier to process as it advanced. For
survey-to-route switches, step time increased between these two points (mean difference
= 153ms, p = 0.041, d = 0.23), reflecting new landmarks coming into view as shown in
Figure 2-13. Although the mean times for the eight switching steps do not significantly
correlate with the number of new landmarks appearing in view at each matching step
(r(6) = 0.57, p = 0.14, n = 8), if each step time is matched with the previous step’s new
landmark count, the correlation is significant, indicating that introducing new landmarks
might be a leading indicator of step time (r(6) = 0.86, p = 0.006).
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Figure 2-11. Mean step time for each type of perspective switch sequence
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Step in path segment
Figure 2-12. Mean new visible landmarks in each type of perspective switch sequence.
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Participant’s view

Mean step times (ms; ±SE)
800
600
400
200
0

Survey perspective (beginning of switch)

800
600
400
200
0

Mid-switch, new landmarks appear

800
600
400
200
0

Route perspective (end of switch)

Step view direction

Figure 2-13. Sample views from a survey-to-route perspective switch sequence with numbered landmarks,
paired with mean step times for the sequence. As new landmarks come into view, step times increase
sharply before returning to baseline.
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A similar timing pattern occurred at turns, where new landmarks appear in route
perspective but not in survey perspective. Combined step time averages for the turns are
shown in Figure 2-14, and the number of new visible landmarks at each step is shown in
Figure 2-15. Pairwise comparisons of the means show that although route-based turns
start faster than survey turns (mean difference = 95ms, p = 0.002, d = 0.20), they then
slow down significantly relative to survey step times, with the greatest difference halfway
through the turn (mean difference = 168ms, p < 0.001, d = 0.35). The rise in route
perspective step times corresponds to the subsequent straight segment coming into view,
while the survey perspective is limited in visual scope to the landmarks adjacent to the
turn, corresponding to a relatively flat step time trend. As with the perspective switch,
the new visible landmarks are a leading indicator of step time, with a significant
correlation between new landmark count at each step and the step time of the following
step in route perspective turns (r(6) = 0.90, p = 0.003).
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Figure 2-14. Combined mean step time for Turn 1 and Turn 2 in each perspective.
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Figure 2-15. Mean new visible landmarks in the turn sequences in each perspective.
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Perspective
The overall timing effect of each perspective requires a broader view of the data,
considering mean step times per straight segment, turn, and switch, as summarized in
Table 2-2 and shown in Figure 2-16. Because the first step time disproportionately skews
the mean straight segment step time, the mean for straight segments without including
the first step is also shown as a reference. A similar mixed ANOVA was used in this
analysis, with the step index factor replaced by a path type factor (straight/turn/
switch).

Table 2-2.
Mean step time (ms) for each path type within each encoding condition.
Route
Path type

Survey

M

SE

n

M

SE

n

Straight

758

25

576

692

20

576

Turn

621

22

384

441

13

384

Switch

452

34

96

463

38

96
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* Means for straight segments when the first step is excluded from the dataset.
Figure 2-16. Mean measured step times for each path type within each encoding condition.

The effect of each perspective was pronounced (F(1, 370.49) = 9.016, p = 0.003),
revealing the overall speed advantage of survey-based walkthroughs relative to routebased walkthroughs (mean difference = 61ms, p < 0.001, d = 0.13), supported by the
step-wise data for the first step and at turns, where survey perspective took less time
than route perspective. This analysis also reveals the surprisingly fast average step time
during switches — significantly faster than route-perspective turns (mean difference =
106ms, p < 0.001, d = 0.13), and nearly as fast as survey-perspective turns despite the
substantial visual change. The switch itself does not appear particularly difficult to
process beyond the step-wise effects presented earlier.
Because the first step is an outlier, slightly skewing the mean step time for
straight segments in this analysis, the ANOVA was run again with the first step
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removed from the dataset. Although the estimated mean step times for straight
segments decline, they remain longer than step times in any other segment and the
pairwise analyses yield comparable results.
The analysis also demonstrates the decreasing mean step times for successive
trials (all pairwise comparisons mean difference > 35ms, p < 0.006, d > 0.08), shown in
Figure 2-17. The speedup was particularly strong from trial 1 to trial 2 (mean difference
= 144ms, p < 0.001, d = 0.30) confirming that increasing familiarity with the
environment results in faster movement.
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Figure 2-17. Mean measured step times for each encoding condition across trials

In addition to this main effect, there are significant interactions between trial and
both perspective switching (F(3, 606.34) = 4.425, p = 0.004) and primary perspective
(F(3, 638.93) = 10.087, p < 0.001). Pairwise comparisons indicate that although steps in
the Switch condition show a trend toward being slower than those in the No-Switch
condition in the first trial (mean difference = 48ms, p = 0.088, d = 0.10), the Switch
condition produces significantly faster walkthroughs by the fourth trial (mean difference
= -72ms, p < 0.001, d = 0.15). The interaction between trial and primary perspective
follows a similar pattern, with route-based walkthroughs significantly slower than
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survey-based walkthroughs in the first trial (mean difference = 129ms, p < 0.001, d =
0.27), but more similar times by the fourth trial (mean difference = 29ms, p = 0.096, d
= 0.06). Together, the results show clear advantages in navigation speed for switching
perspective rather than consistent perspective over time.

Memory
Recognition memory
The visual recognition analysis considers the interactions between the navigation
conditions and features of the visual questions. The relative visual recognition accuracy
scores (where perfect accuracy = 1.00) indicate that the test was well calibrated to the
task (M = 0.79, SD = 0.41, n = 3168), compared to the expected random performance
of 0.50. The data were subjected to a mixed ANOVA with terms for question location
and perspective, and learned perspective and switching condition, controlling for sex,
and covariate terms for age, MRT score, SBSOD score, and mean step time for the path
location of the question. The normalized score for each combination of question
perspective, question location, and walkthrough perspective condition is provided in
Table 2-3. There were no effects of spatial ability or age on visual recognition.
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Table 2-3.
Mean normalized recognition accuracy score for question perspective and location per encoding condition.
Walkthrough
Route
Question

Survey

No Switch

Switch

No Switch

Switch

Persp.

Location

Route

Straight

0.82 0.03

186

0.80 0.03

186

0.77 0.03

186

0.77 0.03

186

Turn

0.88 0.02

204

0.86 0.03

204

0.72 0.03

204

0.71 0.03

204

Straight

0.80 0.03

174

0.74 0.03

174

0.74 0.03

174

0.75 0.03

174

Turn

0.84 0.02

228

0.84 0.02

228

0.84 0.02

228

0.77 0.03

228

Survey

M

SE

n

M

SE

n

M

SE

n

M

SE

n

Slower step times were associated with higher recognition accuracy (F(1, 915.738)
= 9.105, p = 0.003). This finding is supported by a significant correlation between
overall recognition accuracy versus mean step time for each participant combination
(r(22) = 0.658, p < 0.001), as shown in the scatterplot in Figure 2-18. All further
analyses control for timing differences.
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Figure 2-18. Scatterplot of mean step time relative to cumulative recognition accuracy for each participant.

The analysis of experimental factors first considered perspective switching.
Although there was only a trend toward greater recognition accuracy in No-Switch
walkthroughs than Switch walkthroughs (F(1,2167.698) = 3.371, mean difference =
0.024, p = 0.066, d = 0.06), switching did significantly interact with other factors.
Route-perspective walkthroughs yielded better recognition memory than surveyperspective walkthroughs at both straights and turns in the No-Switch condition (mean
difference > 0.050, p < 0.073, d > 0.11 for pairwise perspective comparisons). In the
Switch condition, survey-based walkthroughs show a non-significant advantage on
questions at straight segments only (mean difference = -0.026, p = 0.354, d = 0.06), as
shown in Figure 2-19.
No Switch
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Turn*

Straight

Turn*

Figure 2-19. Mean recognition memory accuracy for each path type across perspective encoding conditions.
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With regard to the effect of perspective, recognition memory was stronger when
participants experienced the environment from route perspective than when learning
from survey perspective (mean difference = 0.033, p = 0.012, d = 0.08) even after taking
into account the longer step times in route-based walkthroughs, as shown in Figure 2-20.
The advantage is due in part to route perspective walkthroughs producing higher scores
on route-perspective questions than survey perspective questions (mean difference =
0.063, p = 0.001, d = 0.15), while survey perspective walkthroughs yielded equivalent
performance on both survey and route-based questions (mean difference = 0.003, p =
0.849, d = 0.01). Although survey-encoded memory was apparently less perspectivedependent, it was also less accurate than route-encoded memory.
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recognition accuracy (±SE)
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0.8
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0.5
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Survey
Question perspective

Figure 2-20. Mean recognition accuracy for each question perspective, separated by encoded perspective.
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Sequencing
The sequencing measure was highly constrained by the limited possible scores,
with either 0, 1, or 2 of the two sequencing questions answered correctly. Strong ceiling
effects (M = 1.71 SD = 0.579, n = 96) limited the power of the mixed ANOVA analysis,
and no significant effects of the learning conditions were identified.
Map drawing
Each map was coded by counting the number of landmarks in three ways: the
number of landmarks depicted (out of 16), the number that were clearly incorrect either
in location or identity, and the number that were indeterminate, which were typically
unlabeled or generically labeled (e.g. “building”) outlines. A combined score was
calculated by subtracting the number of errors and half the number of indeterminate
landmarks from the total number of landmarks depicted, resulting in a score between 0
and 16 (M = 8.85, SD = 4.00, n = 96). The maps were also coded for orientation
relative to the starting direction of the path, with forward-up as the reference 0°
orientation. 80% of participants aligned their maps this way, regardless of path shape or
perspective condition. 180° orientations were the least common (3%), with 90° rotations
in either direction making up the remainder (17%). Example map sketches and their
codings are shown in Figure 2-21. The map score means coding are presented in Table
2-4 and Figure 2-22.
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Please draw a map of the environment you just experienced. Include the route and
as many of the landmarks as you can remember. It's fine to label or describe them if
you prefer.

Participant ID #
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Please draw a map of the environment you just experienced. Include the route and
as many of the landmarks as you can remember. It's fine to label or describe them if
you prefer.
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Figure 2-21. Sample map drawings with codings for one of the four virtual environments.
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Table 2-4.
Mean map score for each walkthrough condition.
Route

Survey

M

SE

n

M

SE

n

No Switch

9.69

0.79

24

7.94

0.81

24

Switch

9.21

0.85

24

8.58

0.83

24

Route
Survey

16

map score (±SE)

12

8

4

0

No Switch

Switch

Figure 2-22. Mean map score for each perspective encoding condition.

The derived map score was used as the dependent variable in a mixed ANOVA
with terms for switching, primary perspective, and orientation (aligned/non-aligned),
plus the two-way interaction between switching and perspective. Terms were also
included for sex, overall mean step time, MRT score, and SBSOD score as covariates.
Neither walkthrough perspective nor perspective switching significantly predicted
map scores, as expected, although route perspective learning had a tendency to score
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higher (F(1, 67.599) = 2.837, mean difference = 0.75, p = 0.097, d = 0.19). The
difference in the means visible in Figure 2-19 is primarily the effect of walk time, which
is a highly significant predictor of map score (F(1, 60.990) = 14.098, p < 0.001).
Map alignment was strongly associated with map score, with fully aligned (0°)
sketches scoring significantly higher than non-aligned sketches (F(1, 69.120) = 5.422,
mean difference = 1.62, p = 0.023, d = 0.33), as shown in Figure 2-23. The predicted
alignment effect is clear, though correlational.

10

map score (±SE)

8
6
4
2
0

Aligned

Non-aligned
Map alignment

Figure 2-23. Estimated map score for each sketched map alignment.

Individual differences
Sex, spatial ability, and age were considered in the theoretical models for all
phases of learning, although their effects proved difficult to identify. Only sequencing
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scores revealed main effect differences between males and females, with females scoring
higher than males (F(1, 18.963) = 9.356, mean difference = 0.415, p = 0.006, d = 0.72).
Female participants completed the walkthrough in a slightly longer time than male
participants, though the difference was not significant (mean step time difference =
159ms, p = 0.061, d = 0.33) and they scored non-significantly lower in visual testing
(mean difference = 0.065, p = 0.157, d = 0.16) and map drawing (mean score difference
= 1.294, p = 0.314, d = 0.32). With regard to spatial ability, males tended to rate
themselves more highly on the Sense of Direction scale relative to females (t(22) =
1.970, mean difference = 14.1 [of 75], p = 0.062, d = 0.80), while both sexes performed
similarly on the MRT (t(22) = 0.606, mean difference = 1.2 [of 20], p = 0.551, d =
0.27). A scatterplot of MRT by SBSOD scores, labeled by sex, is given in Figure 2-24.

Female
Male

Mental Rotation Test

20

15

10

5

0
-40

-20

0

20

40

Sense of Direction rating
Figure 2-24. Scatterplot of Mental Rotation Task performance versus Sense of Direction self-report rating.
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The two measures of spatial ability used in this experiment (mental rotation and
sense of direction) were significant predictors of one global spatial measure each. MRT
scores had a significant positive correlation with sequencing score (r(22) = 0.412, p =
0.046), while SBSOD scores had a significant positive correlation with map scores (r(22)
= 0.517, p = 0.010).
The relatively weak predictive power of these measures for the other spatial tasks
was surprising, prompting a further analysis of the measures themselves, which purport
to be uncorrelated, targeted measures of distinct spatial abilities. Analysis revealed that
Mental Rotation Test scores were significantly correlated with Santa Barbara Sense of
Direction scores in the sample (r(22) = 0.480, p = 0.018), indicating that they might
partially overlap in the spatial abilities they measure. For this reason, the analyses were
re-run with a single spatial ability score that was the sum of the normalized MRT and
SBSOD scores. However, this combined score failed to significantly predict any of the
dependent variables of interest.
The final individual difference factor, age, was not found to be a significant
predictor of step time, visual recognition, sequencing, or map recall, although the
somewhat narrow and non-uniform age sampling is likely a major limitation here.

Discussion
Participants in this experiment learned large-scale virtual environments in four
different visual perspective conditions: pure survey, pure route, survey-to-route
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switching, and route-to-survey switching. After repeatedly traversing a simple path
through each environment, various aspects of visuo-spatial memory were tested. The
data demonstrate the cognitive challenge of visually processing spatial information from
different perspectives, both in terms of on-line processing speed and later recognition
and recall accuracy. Previous spatial cognition research using visual and verbal spatial
descriptions has had mixed results for learning from combined perspectives, but this
experiment targets controlled perspective switches to better characterize how spatial
mental models interact with visual experience.

Walk time
The walk time analysis examines the effect of forced perspective switches at a
fixed point along the path. Step times at switches demonstrate the close relationship
between visible landmarks and cognitive load — although the same scenes are shown in
both perspective switches, scene ordering is crucial, with walk times determined more by
the number of landmarks that come into view (Figure 2-10) than those that go out of
view. The similar step-time pattern at turns helps support this interpretation (Figure
2-11). In both cases, step times increase when landmarks appear, then return to baseline
as the number of visible landmarks stabilizes at the end of the transition.
The speed advantage of survey-based walkthroughs parallels findings by Taylor
and her colleagues using verbal route descriptions (Brunyé & Taylor, 2008; Taylor &
Tversky, 1992), in contrast with Lee and Tversky, who found the opposite trend (2001;
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2005). Lee and Tversky credited their distinct results to participants’ familiarity with
particular spatial terminology, however, suggesting that visual perspective learning could
follow a different pattern. Participants in the present study moved faster in survey
perspective, indicating that it presents spatial information in a way that is easily
consumed. This is likely due to the fact that survey perspective introduces landmarks
more gradually than route perspective — no more than two landmarks can be
introduced in each survey-perspective step, one on either side of the path. In contrast,
route views introduce a new stretch of landmarks at each turn, increasing the cognitive
load and slowing the pace. The weaker memory performance from survey perspective
relative to route perspective encoding, however, shows that while survey perspective
might be easier to initially process, it does not support the same depth of learning of the
slower route perspective.
The relatively fast step times for perspective switches relative to straight
segments and turns was unexpected. One contributing factor is the overall decreasing
trend for step times within each walkthrough. Because the switch occurred near the end
of the walkthrough, its expected pace is faster than the average pace of straight
segments or turns, which were evenly distributed along the path. A second explanation
is related to the introduction of new landmarks. Although a slowdown is expected as
new landmarks are introduced around the midpoint of the survey-to-route perspective
switch, the first few frames of the switch involve little change in the number of visible
landmarks as shown in Figure 2-12 and exemplified in Figure 2-25 — they simply shift
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position within the frame. Despite the shift in viewpoint, the lack of new landmarks
eases movement in the first few steps of the switch, making the total time as fast or
faster than movement in other path segments.
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Route perspective

Survey perspective

Beginning of switch

Step 2 - no change in visible landmarks

Step 3 - no change in visible landmarks
Figure 2-25. First three views from each type of perspective switch.

The timing for successive trials demonstrates how the experimental factors affect
cognitive load as the environment becomes more familiar. While perspective switching
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exhibits the predicted slowdown in the first trial, the speedup in subsequent trials
eliminates the overall difference in walk times. Switching appears to increase familiarity
with the environment more quickly than a consistent perspective. Route perspective
learning shows a similar advantage over survey perspective, with significantly slower step
times in the first trial but comparable times by the last trial. The overall time advantage
for survey perspective is therefore moderated by the observation that route perspective
learning can match it through repeated exposure.

Memory
For visual recognition memory, both walkthrough perspectives produce similar
performance on questions from an inconsistent perspective, with survey questions for
route-encoded environments being answered about as well as route questions for surveyencoded environments (Figure 2-17). However, only route-based walkthroughs show an
additional advantage for perspective-consistent questions — survey-based walkthroughs
do not appear to produce better survey recognition memory. These results echo the
findings of Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, who found that extensive route-perspective
experience in an environment yielded similar performance to survey-perspective learning
in survey-perspective testing, but superior performance in route-based testing (1982).
The results stand in contrast to Shelton’s perspective-dependent memory for newly
learned environments (2007), a finding examined in more detail in the general
discussion.
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The predicted advantage for recognizing landmarks at turns compared with
straight segments held for all conditions but survey-to-route perspective switching,
which was also the worst-performing condition in memory testing overall. Walkthrough
step times showed that this switch was easier to process than the reverse, but it appears
that learning an environment in a way that demands more cognitive effort has the
advantage of producing more accurate spatial memory. Finally, the overall performance
advantage for questions based at turns supports the claim that spatial knowledge is
closely tied to environment structure, with turns and intersections — potential choice
points — encoded better than straight segments, in line with the results of Janzen and
her colleagues (2006).
The measurement limitations of the sequencing task and variable quality of the
map drawings mitigated the analysis of how the perspective encoding affected broader
sequencing and survey spatial knowledge. Despite this weakness, the slightly higher map
scores of environments learned in route-perspective supports the hypothesis that
extensive route learning supports a perspective-independent spatial mental model.
However, an alternative explanation is that the generic rooftops visible in survey
perspective lead to more “indeterminate” landmark depictions compared to the
distinctive facades that were more prominent in route perspective.
The fact that sketched maps that were aligned with the starting direction of the
path scored higher than non-aligned maps supports the alignment effect found in
previous work (Aretz, 1991; Levine et al., 1984; May, Péruch, & Savoyant, 1995; Shelton
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& Pippitt, 2007). Failure to align sketched maps this way might indicate the
participants’ uncertainty about the global structure of the environment, or a failure to
establish a clear global reference frame during the learning phase, reducing sketch map
accuracy.

Conclusion
This study was designed as an analog of Lee and Tversky’s verbal perspectiveswitching experiments, and the results generally build on patterns they observed (2001;
2005). In contrast to their initial studies using simple verbal route descriptions, the
forced visual perspective switch did not exhibit the significantly slower processing times
observed for verbal perspective switches. However, the latter study by Lee and Tversky,
which augmented verbal descriptions with visual landmark details, suggests why. When
visual details were added to verbal route descriptions in their 2005 study, the reading
time cost of switching reduced. The null effect of switching in a purely visual
environment in the current study follows that same trend: as the environment becomes
more visual, perspective change becomes easier to process. One additional advantage of
the visual perspective changes in the present study is that they were gradual rather than
sudden, a transition only possible visually.
Three major findings emerge from the data. First, route-based learning appears
to support a richer mental model of a large-scale environment than survey-based
learning, with higher recognition and map drawing scores. Second, switching does not
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appear to have dramatically disorienting effects in either on-line visual processing or
testing. For the walkthrough in particular, participants appear to experience the forced
perspective switch without slowing down after the first trial — by the final trial, the
Switch condition is significantly faster (see Figure 2-16). In testing, while the perspective
switch does impair learning for route-based walkthroughs, the effect is relatively small.
Finally, the controlled walkthrough experience with forced perspective switching
is potentially frustrating to participants because it is unnatural — in the real world,
people are generally able to choose when they switch perspectives by referring to a map
or GPS device. The lack of a clear advantage for switching perspectives in the present
study leaves open the question of whether people would choose to switch if given the
opportunity, and if so, whether switching would be advantageous if it was controlled by
the navigator. Specifically, can participant control of perspective maintain the
walkthrough timing advantage of switching while yielding greater learning performance?
Characterizing perspective switching behaviors in a more participant-controlled
walkthrough should further demonstrate how perspective influences spatial cognition.
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STUDY 2: PARTICIPANT-CONTROLLED PERSPECTIVE SWITCHING

The second study expands on the findings of the first by providing participants
with greater control of the visual perspective, more closely modeling the real-world use
of maps or other mobile navigation aids while exploring an environment. Forced
perspective switching did not significantly improve spatial memory compared with a
fixed perspective. However, this result might be specific to forcing a perspective switch
at an arbitrary point, altering the visual flow of navigation. Allowing participants to
control perspective should reduce disorientation caused by the perspective switch and
improve cognitive spatial encoding.
The first study demonstrated that the most cognitively-demanding parts of the
path were where the most visual information was introduced — namely at the initial
step of the path and at turns in route perspective. Switching to a survey perspective
overview at these points should allow participants to more easily integrate visual
information into a stable mental representation, so participants should spend
significantly more time in survey perspective in the first step of the environment and at
turns. While the forward-up orientation of the survey views in the first study was chosen
to help participants maintain their movement orientation during the walkthrough, the
present study uses a fixed north-up survey perspective to better support the
development of a coherent spatial mental model (Aretz, 1991). Together, these
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adaptations should produce a perspective-switching interface that significantly benefits
spatial mental model construction without compromising learning time.

Method

Participants
31 adults participated in the study as paid volunteers, although 3 participants
were not considered for analysis: 1 female due to vision problems severely affecting
performance, 1 male due to corrupted data, and 1 male who failed to follow instructions.
Of the remaining 28 participants, 7 (25%) were excluded because they never switched
perspective when switching was allowed and therefore could not contribute to the
within-subjects analysis. Responses were therefore analyzed from 21 participants,
including 12 females and 9 males, Mage = 26 years, ranging from 21 to 32 years old.

Materials
The experimental stimuli consist of two of the computer-generated 3D virtual
environments from the initial study (environments 1 and 2 from Figure 2-1). Each
environment was presented primarily in route perspective. The Switch Not-allowed
condition was identical to the pure route perspective condition of the first study. In the
Switch Allowed condition, the participants could press a button to switch to a full-screen
survey perspective of the environment at any time. An example survey view is shown in
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Figure 3-1 — note the wider field of view compared to the constrained survey
perspective of the first study. Movement was not possible in this perspective, so
participants pressed the same button to return to route perspective before continuing
along the path. The step sizes in route view were identical to the first study, with 16
still images per straight segment and 8 images per turn that were advanced by pressing
a key on a computer keyboard.
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Figure 3-1. Survey perspective view from one of the two environments. Participants could switch into this
view at any point, but could not advance along the path.

The same 33-question visual recognition post-test from the initial study was used
to assess memory. One new task for visual recall — landmark placement — required the
participants to identify the location of 8 different landmarks on a schematic outline of
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the path using a mouse-draggable

icon. A picture of the landmark was presented for

each question, and the participants advanced to the next question by clicking a button
after placing the

icon. Landmarks were coded for their path type — straight or turn

— depending on which they were closer to in the walkthrough, with four landmarks of
each type used in each placement test. An example landmark question is shown in
Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2. Sample landmark placement question.
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Maps were drawn on a blank sheet of paper.

Procedure
The participants began the experiment by answering a few demographic questions
including age, sex, and occupation, and then indicating how many hours per week they
spent playing video games in middle school, high school, and currently. They then
completed an electronic version of the Vandenburg and Kruse Mental Rotation Task
(1978).
After completing the MRT, the participants were guided through a practice
environment in order to familiarize themselves with the keyboard controls and example
visual questions. Text instructions for pressing a key to switch perspectives were
provided above the example walkthrough images. Following the practice walkthrough,
each participant experienced both switching conditions, one in each environment. As in
the first study, the condition-environment pairing was counterbalanced across
participants both in terms of presentation order and condition assignment.
Each environment was presented four times in succession. Immediately after
completing all four walkthroughs, the image-pair questions were presented in random
order, which the participant answered by pressing either the left or right arrow key on
the keyboard corresponding to the image showing an accurate view of the environment.
After responding to the image pairs, the participant completed the landmark-placement
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task. Finally, the participant sketched a map of the environment, showing all landmarks
that could be remembered.
This routine of walkthrough — visual questions — landmark placement — map
drawing was then repeated for the alternate condition and environment.

Results
The data analysis considers only the 75% of participants who chose to switch in
the Switch Allowed condition (21 out of 28 total participants) so that the within-subject
analyses accurately attribute differences to the act of switching rather than the
allowance of switching. This makes the sample somewhat less representative and reduces
the condition counterbalancing across participants.

Walk time
As in the first study, participants initiated each forward step through the
environment, so step times reflect information processing times in response to new visual
information. In the Switching Not-allowed condition, each step was spent entirely in
route perspective. In the Switching Allowed condition, each step time is the sum of time
spent in route perspective and time spent in survey perspective. An overview of the step
times for each walkthrough condition is shown in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3.
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Mean step time for each switching condition. Only data for participants who switched in the Switch Allowed condition are shown

Straight 1

Path location
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Because participants could switch anywhere along the path in the switching
condition, the analysis is based on mean step times for each path segment rather than
for each individual step. The segment-wise means are tabulated in Table 3-1 and
graphed in Figure 3-4.
Table 3-1
Mean step time for each path segment within each navigation condition.
Navigation condition
Switch Not-allowed
Path Segment

Switch Allowed

M

SE

n

M

SE

n

Straight 1

1128

48

1292

1358

101

1496

Turn 1

778

45

608

677

53

704

Straight 2

534

16

1216

493

25

1408

Turn 2

537

32

608

503

42

704

Straight 3

550

24

1216

551

34

1408

Switch Not-allowed
Switch Allowed

1500

mean step time (±SE)

1250
1000

*

750
500
250
0

Straight 1

Turn 1

Straight 2

Turn 2

Straight 3

Path segment
* means for Straight 1 when the first step is removed from the dataset.
Figure 3-4. Mean observed step time at each path segment for each navigation condition.
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The first analysis subjected mean step time per path segment to a mixed
ANOVA with fixed effect terms for switching (Not-allowed, Allowed) and path segment,
controlling for trial and sex, and covariate terms for videogaming experience, mental
rotation task performance and age. All two-way interactions were calculated for
perspective switching, segment, and trial. There were no significant effects of spatial
ability, video game experience, or age on walk times.
Perspective switching and path structure
In the first analysis, the primary factor of interest is the use of perspective
switching, which had a small, insignificant effect on overall mean step times (F(1,
294.528) = 1.696, p = 0.194). Switching did interact with trial, however, with slower
step times in the first trial (mean difference = 150ms, p = 0.022, d = 0.24), but similar
times in later trials (mean difference < 51ms, p > 0.180, d < 0.08), shown in Figure 3-5.
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Switch Not-allowed
Switch Allowed
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Mean step time (±SE)
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0
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4

Trial
Figure 3-5. Mean step time across trial.

Path location also had a prominent main effect on step times, with participants
taking significantly longer on the first segment relative to others (F(4, 251.598) =
52.648, mean difference > 486ms, p < 0.001, d > 0.77 for all pair-wise comparisons).
This difference is clearly the result of the long pause at the first step shown in Figure
3-3, an effect also seen in the first study. Also similar to the first study, path location
interacted with trial, with the first segment taking significantly longer than others on
the first trial (mean difference > 834ms, p < 0.001 for all pair-wise comparisons), but
catching up by the fourth trial (mean difference < 425ms, p < 0.003). This interaction is
visible in Figure 3-6.
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Trial
Figure 3-6. Mean step time within each path segment across trial.

Survey view time
A second analysis of the walkthrough timing data considered only the mean time
in survey perspective at each segment, which is a more direct measurement of how
participants used the perspective switch. As mentioned earlier, 21 (75%) of 28
participants switched at least once in the four trials in which switching was allowed. The
proportion of the total number of participants who switched at each path segment for
each trial are given summarized in Table 3-2 and shown in Figure 3-7. Although this
breakdown of the locations where participants switched gives some sense of how survey
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perspective was used, the primary analysis considers the amount of time spend in survey
perspective across switchers.

Table 3-2.
Proportion of participants who switched into survey perspective at each path segment across trials in the
Switch Allowed condition
Trial
1

2

3

4

Total

Straight 1

0.71

0.46

0.21

0.25

0.75

Turn 1

0.25

0.14

0.07

0.04

0.36

Straight 2

0.29

0.18

0.07

0.07

0.32

Turn 2

0.18

0.07

0.04

0.11

0.32

Straight 3

0.29

0.07

0.11

0.07

0.32

Total

0.75

0.46

0.29

0.32

0.75

Proportion of participants who switched

Path segment

Straight 1
Turn 1
Straight 2
Turn 2
Straight 3

1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0

1

2

3

4

Trial
Figure 3-7. Proportion of participants who switched into survey perspective at each path segment across
trials in the Switch Allowed condition.
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Because route perspective times were excluded, the analysis ignored the Switch
Not-allowed condition, yielding a mixed ANOVA containing terms for location and trial,
including their interaction, controlling for sex, with MRT score, age, and videogame
experience as covariates.
There are strong trial and location effects on survey view time, summarized in
Table 3-3 and shown in Figure 3-8.

Table 3-3.
Mean survey perspective step time (ms) within each path segment across trial, n = 21.
Trial 1
Path segment

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

M

SE

M

SE

M

SE

M

SE

Straight 1

1825

135

1172

96

908

92

770

103

Turn 1

991

96

694

78

576

73

468

70

Straight 2

718

73

493

62

422

60

344

61

Turn 2

730

81

530

75

410

66

344

60

Straight 3

783

89

515

69

409

60

369

74

81

Straight 1
Turn 1
Straight 2
Turn 2
Straight 3

1000

mean time (ms; ±SE)

800
600
400
200
0

1

2

3

4

Trial
Figure 3-8. Mean survey perspective step time within each path segment across trial for the Switch Allowed
condition.

Participants spent far more time in survey perspective in the first segment than
any other, (F(4, 76.574) = 8.144, mean difference > 252ms, p < 0.001, d > 0.72 relative
to all other segments), and far more in the first trial than any other (F(3, 81.203) =
10.677, mean difference > 178ms, p < 0.001, d > 0.51 relative to all other trials). These
patterns suggest that the survey view was used primarily as a preview of the path rather
than an ongoing perspective reference. The lack of significant differences among other
path segments was surprising, failing to support the hypothesis that turns would also
prompt perspective switching.
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Memory
Recognition memory
The visual recognition accuracy scores were subjected to a mixed ANOVA
including fixed effect terms for switching condition, question perspective and path type,
controlling for sex, and covariates including videogaming experience, mental rotation
task performance, and age. All two-way interactions were calculated for perspective
switching, path type, and question perspective. The normalized visual question scores
for each navigation condition, question perspective and path type are given in Table 3-4
and graphed in Figure 3-9.

Table 3-4.
Mean recognition accuracy for each navigation condition, question perspective and path type.
Navigation condition
Switch Not-allowed

Question
Perspective Path type
Route

Survey

Switch Allowed

M

SE

n

M

SE

n

Straight

0.68

0.04

171

0.72

0.04

165

Turn

0.76

0.03

186

0.82

0.03

192

Straight

0.74

0.04

144

0.76

0.04

150

Turn

0.75

0.03

192

0.81

0.03

186

Question perspective
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Route

Survey

Switch Not-allowed
Switch Allowed

recognition accuracy (±SE)

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

Straight

Turn

Straight

Turn

Navigation condition
Figure 3-9. Visual recognition accuracy scores for each path type from each navigation condition, separated
by question perspective

In contrast to the generally negative memory effects of switching in the first
study, participant-controlled switching improved recognition across all combinations of
question perspective and path type, the result of a highly significant main effect of
switching (F(1, 467.696) = 15.180, mean difference = 0.078, p < 0.001, d = 0.18). Like
the first study, participants also scored higher on questions centered at turns than those
along straight segments (F(1, 708.458) = 39.946, mean difference = 0.123, p < 0.001, d
= 0.29).
Although participants primarily experienced the environment from route
perspective, overall recognition memory was stronger for survey perspective questions
than route perspective question (F(1, 737.4987) = 4.626, mean difference = 0.042, p =
0.032, d = 0.06). There was also a significant interaction between question perspective
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and path type (F(1, 585.286) = 8.630, p = 0.003), with turns having a large advantage
over straights when presented from route perspective (mean difference = 0.179, p <
0.001, d = 0.42), but a much smaller advantage when presented from survey perspective
(mean difference = 0.067, p = 0.014, d = 0.16), as seen in Figure 3-8.
Age, spatial ability, and video game experience did not significantly influence
recognition accuracy, although the potential for collinear factors reduces the ability to
discriminate among them in the analysis.
Landmark placement
For the landmark placement task, accuracy was coded as correct or incorrect
based on whether the

icon was placed within within 100 pixels (approximately 1 inch

on-screen) of the true location, as shown in the Figure 3-10, producing an observed
mean “correct” proportion of 0.48 across all responses (n = 336). For this coding,
random placement along the path yields an expected value of 1/16, or 0.06 correct for
each response.
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+

Figure 3-10. Correct placement coding for a sample landmark — anywhere inside the dotted circle is
considered correct, with the true location indicated by the ‘+’.

In order to assess how encoding conditions affected landmark placement, a mixed
ANOVA was again used with fixed factor terms for switching condition and path type,
controlling for sex, and covariate terms for videogaming experience, mental rotation task
performance, and age. Main effects and an interaction between switching condition and
path type were evaluated, and the means for the interaction are presented in Figure
3-11.
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Switch Not-allowed
Switch Allowed

landmark placement accuracy (±SE)

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Straight

Turn
Path type at landmark

Figure 3-11. Landmark placement accuracy for each navigation condition and path type.

The main effect for path type is the only significant predictor of performance in
the model, with turns again showing higher performance than straight segments (F(1,
261.506) = 6.171, mean difference = 0.124, p = 0.014, d = 0.25). There was a negligible
difference in performance between the two switching conditions (F(1, 252.877) = 0.008,
mean difference = 0.004, p = 0.929, d = 0.01).
Map drawing
For map drawing, one participant did not attempt to draw either map, and was
excluded from the analysis. The maps were coded and scored using the formula from the
first study, with the total number of depicted landmarks minus the number that were
indeterminately identifiable. These scores were subjected to a similar mixed ANOVA,
with fixed effect terms for switching condition and map orientation, controlling for sex
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and evaluating age, with MRT score, and videogame experience as covariates. Example
maps and their codings are shown in Figure 3-12, and the observed means for each
alignment separated by switching condition are given in Table 3-5 and graphed in Figure
3-13.
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A

B

C

D

Map

Landmarks

Errors

Indeterm.

Score

Align

A

7

1

2

5.0

No

B

14

1

4

11.0

Yes

C

15

0

5

12.5

Yes

D

10

0

3

8.5

No

Figure 3-12. Sample map drawings with codings for one of the two virtual environments.
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Table 3-5.
Mean map score for each navigation condition, separated by map alignment.
Switch Not-allowed
Alignment

Switch Allowed

M

SE

n

M

SE

n

Aligned

7.67

1.20

12

8.91

0.61

16

Non-aligned

6.13

1.43

8

4.63

0.99

4

Switch Not-allowed
Switch Allowed

10.0

map score (±SE)

8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0
0

Aligned

Non-aligned
Map alignment

Figure 3-13. Mean map score for each navigation condition, separated by map alignment.

The estimated means for each switching condition are almost identical (F(26.028)
< 0.001, mean difference = 0.005, p = 0.997, d < 0.01). However, aligned maps again
scored significantly higher than non-aligned maps (F(27.519) = 5.812, mean difference =
2.81, p = 0.023, d = 0.80). The survey perspective view presented in the switching
condition might serve as a reference point for aligned maps, but although 80% of maps
from the Switch Allowed were aligned compared with 60% of maps from the Switch Not90

allowed condition, there was not enough data to confirm this hypothesis (rφ = 0.218, p
= 0.176).

Individual differences
As in the first study, sex, spatial ability, and age were considered in the analysis
for all measures. For the walkthrough, sex was a significant predictor for time spent in
survey perspective but not total step time, with males using survey perspective longer
than females (F(1, 15.498) = 5.414, mean difference = 51ms, p = 0.034, d = 0.15). No
significant gender effects were found in visual recognition or recall testing. As in the first
study, both sexes performed similarly on the Mental Rotation Test (t(19) = 0.245, mean
difference = 0.4 [out of 20], p = 0.809, d = 0.09), but males reported significantly more
experience playing videogames (t(19) = 3.711, mean difference = 10.0, p = 0.001, d =
1.27).
Mental rotation ability and videogaming experience did not significantly influence
measured walk times or memory accuracy. Videogaming experience was calculated as a
weighted sum of current play in hours per week (×1), play in high school (×0.5), and
play in junior high (×0.33). The video gaming measure was weakened in part by the
highly uneven distribution of the resulting scores (M = 5.69, SD = 7.85, n = 21), with
about a third of participants having no videogaming experience at all. MRT score
offered a relatively even distribution of scores (M = 10.6, SD = 4.3, n = 21), but was
limited by the relatively small sample size.
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As with the first study, age was not a significant predictor of walk time or
memory performance, and was also limited in range and distribution.

Discussion
This study introduced active control of visual perspective when learning an
environment in order to determine whether the cognitive costs of forced perspective
switches could be reduced with a more interactive visual interface. The results show that
allowing participants to control when and where they switch to a survey perspective
overview of the path produces better spatial memory without increasing overall learning
times.

Walk time
During on-line processing of each environment, participants tended to use survey
perspective as a preview of the full path, spending more total time in the first path
segment due to the additional time spent in survey perspective. Survey perspective use
is particularly visible at the first step, where participants planned their trip through
unfamiliar territory. When encountering the environment in subsequent trials, time in
survey perspective dropped off sharply, but it still took place primarily in the first path
segment — it was not used as much as expected during turns (Figure 3-7 & 3-8). Note
that the survey perspective view did not directly indicate the position of the viewer
along the path (Figure 3-1); like a paper map, the participants could only orient
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themselves by mentally transforming the route-perspective view of nearby landmarks
into top-down representations, or vice versa. Another factor that might have encouraged
the use of the survey view in the first segment is that it was aligned “forward-up” with
the first segment, making the landmarks easier to associate between perspectives in this
segment (Ware & Arsenault, 2012).
A number of other actors also likely influenced the infrequent use of the survey
overview after the first segment. First, after previewing the environment, later referrals
to the survey perspective provided no additional information, rendering it less useful.
Second, by preventing movement along the path in survey perspective — participants
always had to switch back to route perspective before continuing — the survey view
delayed task completion. Finally, there were very few reference landmarks visible while
turning in route perspective until the subsequent straight segment shifted into view, so
with limited landmark references in the early part of the turn, the survey view was less
useful for spatial comparison. Considering these pull factors for using survey perspective
in the first segment, and push factors away from using it elsewhere, its prominence in
the first segment is easier to understand.

Memory
The visual recognition test clearly demonstrates that switching enhances spatial
memory at both turns and straight segments. Its effect at turns is particularly notable,
with normalized scores for questions at turns rising from 0.85 to near-perfect 0.95.
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Although ceiling effects might contribute, the similar performance at turns regardless of
perspective supports the theory that turns act as spatial anchors in the spatial mental
model, with visual recognition more dependent on nearby landmarks’ perspectiveinvariant spatial properties than their perspective-dependent visual properties.
Path structure also influences landmark placement accuracy, as landmarks near
turns were placed more accurately than those along straight segments. The large
variance in placement performance and relatively small set of tested landmarks,
however, limits the power of the analysis to determine the specific effect of perspective
switching.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present studies answer a number of questions about how visual perspective
affects large-scale environment learning by providing clear measures of the cognitive
costs of navigating in not just different perspectives, but switching perspectives that
more closely match the real-world experience of navigating with maps or other mobile
navigation aids. The walkthrough timings for each experiment provide a useful reference
for the real-time cognitive demands of visually processing a large-scale environment,
demonstrating that the introduction new landmarks corresponds to the primary
cognitive load of of the task, similar to how physical movement corresponds to the
primary cognitive load of visually processing events (Hard, Recchia, & Tversky, 2011).
Route perspective movement is slower because more landmarks are visible at the
beginning of straight segments compared to the consistent, constrained number of
landmarks visible in the survey perspective of the first experiment. Perspective switches
appear to present an additional cognitive load primarily the first time they are
encountered, but enable repeated walkthroughs to be processed more easily relative to
experiencing the environment from a consistent perspective. When given control of
perspective, the majority of participants (75%) utilized the switch, primarily to preview
the environment in the first few steps of the walkthrough. Despite the additional time
spent in survey perspective, mean overall step times when allowed to switch were similar
to the pure route perspective step times.
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Spatial memory results demonstrate that although forced visual perspective
switching might not significantly improve spatial memory, navigator-controlled switching
can significantly improve recognition and recall. Visual scene recognition appears to
benefit more than landmark placement or map drawing, although the trends in those
measures also favor participant-controlled perspective switching.
The spatial memory results generally conform to the patterns observed by Evans
and Pezdek, Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, and Shelton (Evans & Pezdek, 1980;
Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982; Shelton & McNamara, 2004; Shelton & Pippitt, 2007).
For survey-based memory tests like pointing and straight-line distance estimates,
Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth found that spatial memory from in-person navigation was
equivalent to spatial memory from studying maps for experienced in-person navigators
(1982). For route-based path length estimation, in-person navigation was consistently
better than studying a map. The studies here show a similar pattern, with route-based
walkthroughs performing as well as survey-based walkthroughs for survey perspective
visual recognition, and better for route perspective visual recognition. Similarly, Shelton
and McNamara found an overall advantage for route perspective learning, with better
visual recognition for route views than survey views (2004). However, both that study
and a follow-up by Shelton and Pippitt also observed perspective-dependent memory
from survey learning, with stronger visual recognition of survey views than route views
(2007). The studies here do not show perspective-dependent visual recognition memory
for survey perspective learning, but these walkthroughs differ from those of Shelton and
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her colleagues in two important ways. First, participants controlled the pace, in contrast
to Shelton’s fixed-length video walkthroughs. Controlling the pace of movement in
survey perspective allows participants to moderate the flow of visual information, giving
them time to process each scene more fully. Second, the virtual environments here are
significantly larger than those used by Shelton, with more landmarks to remember.
Previous research has indicated that spatial memories of larger environments tend to be
more orientation independent compared with smaller environments (McNamara et al.,
2003), and the findings here indicate that perspective independence follows a similar
pattern. The complexity of larger environments makes it more difficult to
comprehensively memorize visual scenes for recognition testing, so participants inferred
scene recognition from memorized spatial relationships rather than pure visual
arrangements that are closely tied to the learned perspective.
The effect of the perspective switch in the two studies bridges the contrasting
results of Brunyé and Taylor’s split-screen combined-perspective navigation condition
and Ruddle, Payne, and Jones’s World-In-Miniature navigation condition (Brunyé et al.,
2012; Ruddle et al., 1999). The former study found no overall difference between
learning from a combined-perspective video and learning from a single perspective, while
the WIM study found a significant benefit of the mixed-perspective interface for
participant-controlled navigation. Similarly, the forced-perspective switch of the first
study here showed no significant spatial memory difference compared to learning from a
single perspective, while the participant-controlled perspective switch showed a
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significant spatial memory benefit. The key distinction in each of these comparisons is
the extent of active participant interaction during encoding, with greater control
corresponding to more accurate spatial mental models when using both perspectives.

Implications
These findings have a number of implications for the nature of spatial cognition,
spatial learning, and applications in navigation devices that can dynamically present
large-scale environments from different perspectives. The timing data show that
viewpoint transformations themselves are not as difficult to process as the visual
information they reveal. It is not switching and turning per se that require significant
mental effort, but integrating previously-unseen landmarks into the spatial mental model
of an environment as they come into view. The visual recognition and recall results also
demonstrate the important difference between participant-controlled visual perspective
and externally-controlled perspective. With visuo-spatial information, videos or other
non-interactive media are at a distinct disadvantage relative to navigator-controlled
presentations for producing accurate spatial memory.
The walkthrough timing results also demonstrate that although perspective
switching might initially slow learning, the delay occurs almost exclusively in the first
exposure to an environment. For any location that the navigator can encounter more
than once, perspective switching should enhance spatial knowledge without a learning
time cost, and subsequent exposures might be processed more quickly than they would
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using a single, consistent perspective. This finding provides criteria for whether
perspective switching should be considered useful for a particular navigation task. If the
task will only be completed once and spatial memory of the environment is important, a
consistent route perspective might be more effective than a switchable perspective
interface. If spatial memory of the environment is less important, a consistent survey
perspective should enable faster path traversal than route perspective. However, if the
environment can be explored more than once, providing a switchable perspective will
yield as fast or faster performance and better spatial memory.
The implications for the design of navigation devices follow closely. For
applications that aim to increase a person’s spatial knowledge of a large-scale
environment, a controllable perspective-switching interface will be more effective than a
single perspective presentation. For handheld devices in which the route perspective is
provided by direct in-person experience, a survey-only view should be sufficient because
the navigator can shift attention between the device and the real world. However, Ware
and Arsenault have demonstrated that stationary spatial localization is easier when the
handheld display itself has a switchable perspective (2012), and a similar methodology
applied to navigation along paths through an environment might reveal additional gains
relative to a survey-only display.
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Limitations
The present studies are limited both in terms of the types of behaviors under
investigation and the methodology employed. Although there are clear connections to
everyday navigational behavior and direct applications to emerging navigation
technologies, these findings are preliminary.
One primary limitation is the type of navigation task under investigation —
learning a series of short, specified paths in a virtual environment. Unlike everyday
exploratory navigation, in which each turn or fork in a road is a decision point with an
opportunity cost, the learning task here guides without fully dictating both locomotion
and visual experience. This limitation is somewhat mitigated by the fact that such
constrained learning tasks form component pieces upon which more complex spatial
learning can be built in the real world.
A second limitation is the environment structure chosen for these studies — a
relatively dense grouping of man-made structures along right-angled paths. While not
uncommon in the real world, the virtual environments here are representative of a
limited set of possible real-world navigation environments. Navigator behavior might
vary in more sparse, rural locations, or in relatively featureless environments such as
open fields and oceans where there are few visual markers. The findings of these studies
also might not generalize to behavior in similarly-sized indoor environments, which offer
different orientation and localization cues.
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Using a desktop virtual reality interface with keyboard input for these studies
also imposes certain limitations. Ultimately, all research into perspective switching is
constrained by the perspective-switching interface, whether it be paper maps, desktop
virtual reality, handheld GPS, or head-mounted augmented reality. By understanding
how certain types of perspective manipulations affect spatial cognition, each of these
interfaces can be optimized for navigation applications to which they are best suited.
Another compromise is the order of the spatial memory tests; order effects among
the testing measures systematically influenced memory performance. For example,
because each scene presented in the visual questions displays an accurate sample view of
the environment, they each influence responses in subsequent sequencing, landmark
placement, and mapping tasks. Particularly within the recall tasks, there is likely
significant crosstalk. Drawn maps, for example, can cognitively displace directlyexperienced spatial information, bringing with them their characteristic distortions and
biases (Tversky, 2000). Fortunately, the present results derive primarily from
comparisons within tests rather than across tests, and so this dependence should not
significantly impact the reliability of the findings.
Finally, there are a number of analytical challenges with wide variance in
landmark placement and map scores, a relatively limited set of valid, non-overlapping
memory and spatial ability tests, and a small number of data-points available for
between-subject comparisons. While the visual image pair questions were ideal for the
mixed within- and between-subjects experimental design, other tests were less powerful.
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Future Work
Past spatial cognition research has generally limited participant control of visual
perspective, partially due to the lack of available research tools for precisely presenting
and measuring effects of dynamic, interactive large-scale environments. The materials
and methodology of the studies conducted here do not entirely resolve the myriad
challenges, but provide a reference for how such research can be conducted effectively.
Subsequent work should continue iterating toward more naturalistic learning tasks. The
walkthrough in the first study built on previous visual and verbal research that provided
little or no control over the learning experience by introducing participant control over
movement pace. The second study took another step toward fully-interactive spatial
learning tasks by giving participants direct control of perspective switching. The next
step is giving participants full control over path selection, enabling true exploratory
navigation. From there, navigation conditions could take place in the real world, ideally
with augmented reality systems capable of providing on-demand, navigator-centered 3D
survey perspectives. Fully interactive navigation also enables tasks such as target
location and detour finding, which might elicit alternative usage of the interface and
varied cognitive responses to perspective switching. The testing methodologies pioneered
here are well-suited to a variety of spatial learning tasks and will provide a reference for
future work.
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The experiments conducted here also examine only a narrow set of spatial and
visual manipulations that might be important to spatial learning, and future work
should make more fine-grained distinctions among the variables that can be manipulated
using similar research materials. Specifically, the first study was constrained to a single
perspective switch toward the end of the walkthrough. However, the second study
showed that participants preferentially switch visual perspectives at the start of the
walkthrough, suggesting that the location of the switch might play a significant role in
accurate spatial learning. Using the same procedure as the first study, the location of
the switch could be adjusted to determine the effects of switching at different points
along the path. The gradual perspective switch of the first study also provides a point of
contrast with the instantaneous perspective switch of second study, and it is important
to determine the spatial cognitive costs and advantages of continuous versus discrete
visual changes. If gradual changes help maintain spatial context, it is possible that the
positive results of the second study might be further improved. Finally, the first study
limited the scope of the survey view in order to balance the visual information presented
in each perspective, but the second study intentionally used a wider scope that more
closely mimicked the everyday use of maps covering areas well beyond the visual range
of an embedded navigator. The scope of the survey view used in each study could be
manipulated to find the best balance between providing adequate context and presenting
excessive visual complexity.
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Importantly, follow-on investigations should continue to explore valid, replicable
measures of global spatial configuration knowledge. One method used in real-world
navigation experiments is a pointing task, in which participants are asked to imagine
themselves at a particular location and point to another specified location (Pazzaglia &
Taylor, 2007; Ruddle et al., 1999; e.g. Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982; Werner &
Schindler, 2004). This is typically done only from an embedded route perspective, but
could likely be done from other perspectives in a virtual environment, providing another
global reference measure.
Finally, although the presented studies provide a breakdown of walk time across
repeated exposures to the environment, they do not examine the effects of perspective
switching after a single walkthrough, the kind of experience people have when they first
visit a place. While step time differences across conditions are greatest in the first
walkthrough, future work should also evaluate spatial knowledge at that point. Given
the results of prior research on the qualitative cognitive changes between first-time and
experienced learners, a single-trial learning condition will provide a valuable point of
comparison with the present results.

Conclusion
The data and discussion provided here initiate a more integrated research
approach to environmental spatial cognition, one that uses emerging technologies to look
inward at spatial cognitive responses to changing visual perspectives in large-scale
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virtual environments. At the same time, the findings look outward at how computer
interfaces can better support navigation. The contributions are two-fold. First, the
results demonstrate that presenting perspectives in isolation is insufficient for evaluating
their role in learning large-scale environments. Switching perspectives using maps and
mobile navigation aids significantly alters learning, and the cognitive impact of these
switches is more than a summation of route and survey perspective encoding —
perspective switches disorient or re-orient people depending on how they are used. The
second contribution is revealing how perspective switching can better support spatial
learning through active navigator control. Most people will switch between perspectives
when allowed to, and the result of choosing when and where to switch perspectives is
generally positive, supporting more accurate spatial knowledge without compromising
learning times.
Complex spatial mental model representations can be constructed on the fly from
mixed visual perspective input, which can be cognitively assembled into relatively
accurate mental representations. However, such integration happens primarily as a result
of deliberate control of perspective. When people engage with and actively manipulate
their view of the environment, they understand it better.
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Appendix A
Mixed ANOVA tables for Study 1: Guided perspective switching

Table A-1.
Factors predicting mean step time for first straight segment
Factor

df1

df2

F

Sig. (p)

Intercept

1

19.247

7.743

0.012

Perspective

1

446.101

12.687

0.000

Step

7

342.257

64.016

0.000

Trial

3

849.590

49.984

0.000

Perspective × Step

7

342.257

2.521

0.015

Perspective × Trail

3

849.590

0.051

0.985

Sex

1

18.660

1.553

0.228

SOD score

1

18.661

0.115

0.739

MRT score

1

18.669

0.022

0.882

age

1

18.661

0.513

0.483

Table A-2.
Factors predicting mean step time for perspective switch
Factor

df1

df2

F

Sig. (p)

Intercept

1

18.997

1.748

0.202

Perspective

1

353.866

2.316

0.129

Step

7

146.869

3.387

0.002

Trial

3

401.173

62.800

0.000

Perspective × Step

7

146.869

5.532

0.000

Perspective × Trail

3

401.173

6.095

0.000

Sex

1

19.067

0.660

0.427

SOD score

1

18.590

0.421

0.524

MRT score

1

18.768

0.729

0.404

age

1

18.612

2.096

0.164
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Table A-3.
Factors predicting mean step time for turns
Factor

df1

df2

F

Sig. (p)

Intercept

1

19.014

2.297

0.146

Perspective

1

1249.069 134.840

0.000

Step

7

439.953

16.656

0.000

Trial

3

1259.460 102.511

0.000

Perspective × Step

7

439.953

13.447

0.000

Perspective × Trail

3

1259.460

4.144

0.006

Sex

1

18.896

2.122

0.162

SOD score

1

18.899

0.020

0.889

MRT score

1

18.946

0.454

0.509

age

1

18.900

2.320

0.144

Table A-4.
Factors predicting visual recognition accuracy
Factor

df1

df2

F

Sig. (p)

Intercept

1

17.458

21.948

0.000

Walkthrough perspective

1

2045.391

6.298

0.012

Switching

1

2167.698

3.371

0.066

Path type

1

2148.115

7.821

0.005

Question perspective

1

2327.891

0.001

0.980

Switching × Walkthrough perspective

1

2148.897

1.719

0.190

Walkthrough perspective × Path type

1

2263.105

2.594

0.107

Walkthrough perspective × Question perspective

1

2206.132

5.529

0.019

Switching × Walkthrough perspective × Path type

2

1111.672

3.210

0.041

Switching × Walkthrough perspective × Question perspective

2

1168.703

1.558

0.211

Sex

1

17.626

2.187

0.157

MRT score

1

17.105

2.783

0.113

SOD score

1

17.025

2.247

0.152

Age

1

17.251

1.856

0.191

Walk time

1

915.738

9.105

0.003
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Table A-5.
Factors predicting sequencing score
Factor

df1

df2

F

Sig. (p)

Intercept

1

22.413

19.729

0.000

Walkthrough perspective

1

69.528

0.011

0.917

Switching

1

66.699

0.284

0.596

Walkthrough perspective × Switching

1

66.272

2.251

0.138

Sex

1

18.963

9.356

0.006

MRT score

1

18.141

6.798

0.018

SOD score

1

18.469

0.303

0.589

df1

df2

F

Sig. (p)

Intercept

1

26.713

2.362

0.136

Walkthrough perspective

1

67.599

2.837

0.097

Switching

1

63.631

0.156

0.694

Walkthrough perspective × Switching

1

63.125

3.601

0.062

Orientation

1

69.120

5.422

0.023

Sex

1

21.044

1.065

0.314

MRT score

1

19.059

1.014

0.327

SOD score

1

19.967

6.025

0.023

Walk time

1

60.990

14.098

0.000

Table A-6.
Factors predicting map score
Factor
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Appendix B
Mixed ANOVA tables for Study 2: Participant-controlled perspective switching

Table B-1.
Factors predicting mean step time
Factor

df1

df2

F

Sig. (p)

Intercept

1

14.554

7.101

0.018

Switching allowed

1

294.528

1.696

0.194

Path segment

4

251.598

52.648

0.000

Trial

3

185.226

61.975

0.000

Switching × Path segment

4

175.183

2.210

0.070

Switching × Trial

3

212.467

2.782

0.042

Path segment × Trial

12

148.106

2.191

0.015

Sex

1

14.510

0.009

0.927

MRT Score

1

14.508

0.521

0.482

Videogame experience

1

14.462

0.295

0.595

Age

1

14.499

0.091

0.767

df1

df2

F

Sig. (p)

Intercept

1

14.554

7.101

0.018

Path segment

4

294.528

1.696

0.194

Trial

3

251.598

52.648

0.000

Trial × Path segment

12

185.226

61.975

0.000

Sex

1

175.183

2.210

0.070

MRT score

1

212.467

2.782

0.042

Videogame experience

1

148.106

2.191

0.015

Age

1

14.510

0.009

0.927

Table B-2.
Factors predicting mean survey time
Factor
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Table B-3.
Factors predicting visual recognition accuracy
Factor

df1

df2

F

Sig. (p)

Intercept

1

4.021

40.441

0.003

Switching allowed

1

467.696

15.180

0.000

Path type

1

708.458

39.946

0.000

Question perspective

1

734.987

4.626

0.032

Switching × Path type

1

703.105

1.286

0.257

Switching × Question perspective

1

431.373

0.262

0.609

Path type × Question perspective

1

585.286

8.630

0.003

Sex

1

3.842

1.844

0.249

MRT Score

1

3.997

3.963

0.117

Videogame experience

1

3.875

1.684

0.266

age

1

4.088

1.239

0.327

Table B-4.
Factors predicting mean landmark placement accuracy
Factor

df1

df2

F

Sig. (p)

Intercept

1

15.431

0.374

0.550

Switching

1

252.877

0.008

0.929

Path type

1

261.506

6.171

0.014

Switching × Path type

1

261.548

0.073

0.787

Sex

1

14.514

0.429

0.523

MRT score

1

14.510

0.022

0.883

Videogame experience

1

14.498

0.573

0.461

Age

1

14.590

0.458

0.509

df1

df2

F

Sig. (p)

Intercept

1

14.372

8.794

0.010

Switched

1

15.587

0.091

0.767

Orientation

1

22.143

3.638

0.070

Sex

1

13.493

0.408

0.534

MRT score

1

13.685

0.495

0.493

Videogame experience

1

13.640

1.580

0.230

Table B-5.
Factors predicting map score
Factor
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